
Simple & Automated Solution for
Battery Life Testing.

Battery life still remains one of the most
important considerations when buying a
Smartphone. 

viSerBatt application brings a unique and easy
way to test the battery life. It allows a real
battery life measurement, reflecting the end-
user activity, without any programming skill or
complex set-up.

With viSerBatt, you gain a professional
snapshot of the battery life. Our product
encompasses key elements that have been
carefully selected for you by our team of
experts to achieve a trustable Quality of
Experience (QoE) battery life assessment.

We benefit from years of experience by Mobile
Professionals (Mobile Network Operators,
Device Manufacturers, Ranking Media)
from whom we have gained valuable
knowledge and gained expertise based on
their expectations.
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Testing optimization with an adopted
reference tool by Telecom key players

Simple plug & play solution to perform
automated battery life testing

Measurement performance in real 

Fully automated on any device

With repeatable and trustable immediate
results

KEY FEATURES

      end-user usage  (From a choice
       of 6 profiles)



1. Battery Life Testing 

The battery life is key for any product
launch. The Battery life assessment, as
the end-user will see it, can be easily
performed with 6 embedded reference
scenarios representing different user
profiles. viSerBatt generates real end-user
usage (Call, Video Streaming, Gaming,
Idle ….) where the battery life and power
consumption are assessed in real
conditions. 

viSerBatt give a regular basis for any
verification objective (Marketing team,
TAM, R&D, …). The marketing team may
want some real substantial data to create
their USP and message for end
customers. The R&D team may use it to
further refine and fine-tune the battery
performance

SERVICE GUIDE

2. Media Rating Pre-test

We all know that the new product sales
success will be highly influenced by reviews
from the media. If a device is failing in a key
area, then this can have a negative impact
on sales. Before submitting a device for
review it’s key to ensure that reviewers will
not discover that a KEY KPI such as the

Battery life is not at the expected level
compared with the target price and the
competition. Thanks to viSerBatt and the
pre-embedded scenario you will be able to
pre-Test and get the in advance true battery
lifetime, versus any competitor.

3. Operator Acceptance Pre-test

The operator’s acceptance test plan always
includes as a key acceptance parameter
Battery life testing. A large part of the test
plan focuses on battery life performance.
Carrying out fully automated pre-tests using
viSerBatt gives further confidence in the
product and secures a smooth device
acceptance. 

According to the Product range and
positioning the most relevant scenario can
be used to ensure the best Pre-testing

Testing User Cases
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SERVICE
GUIDE

Execute in a fully automated way any user action
(Call, Messaging, Streaming, Browsing, Camera,
Gaming, ….).  
Get the Battery life precise duration from 100% to 5% 
Install on any device (competition for instance

viSerBatt allows you to: 

Gen Z
Millenials
Gen X 
Boomers
Day of use
Professionals

viSerBatt Set Up

viSerBatt is a simple turnkey solution based on
an App easy to install and use on any commercial
device. viSerBatt APK will execute 6 pre-
embedded scenarios associated with an end-user
profile 

viSerBatt can include the VWS option (viSer Web
Services) to provide detailed KPI on an
interactive web Dashboard
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Talk To Us

Automated on any
device

Reliable & Trustable

No extra footprint

Easy to use and deploy

No programming            
skills needed

Summary


